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The transport and logistics 
industries globally are still reliant 
on paper documents as items go 
through many processes, 
methods of transport and 
country borders. This continued 
use of paper documents with the 
many electronic systems in place 
often mean manual input of 
information between the 
physical (paper) document and 
digital document and systems.

All companies run their systems 
and processes differently and 
often have bespoke software 
systems designed specifically for 
them, our connectors, scripting 
and integration features have 
helped companies document 
workflows by linking previously 
unconnected, dispersed systems 
together.

Common Challenges:

Industry specialists state that some of the most common issues 
faced when transporting goods are; paperwork going missing or 
when returned, lengthy manual processes are required to index 
and store documents away or add them to the electronic 
business processes.

Human error can be a factor in incorrect data input and, if a 
driver is away for days, getting the document back to the 
company can take time and delays in invoicing and closing the 
delivery off.

Finally, there are many documents that have legal implications 
such as customs paperwork and waybills etc. These need to be 
processed in an accurate, timely and compliant manner.
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The benefits our solutions 
provide to the logistics & transport industry:

ScannerVisionTM can help by automatically reading 
information from a document by way of OCR (optical 
character recognition), OMR (optical mark 
recognition), Barcode recognition to name a few. 
Barcodes are especially useful as they are still widely 
used in this industry.

Documents, can be scanned in from an MFP 
(multi-function device), sent via email, even 
uploaded from a mobile device, which is great for 
personnel that are on the road.

Mandatory information can be added by way of 
answering questions that are sent with the document 
and processed, this is called metadata. This metadata 
can be used for many things, from naming a 
document to updating a database or other system 
with information.

ScannerVisionTM can bridge the gap between 
documents (physical or digital) and software or 
systems, which are often bespoke in this industry by 
using scripts, connectors and integration tools. Using 
rules and conditions to verify information means that 
processing Waybills and Customs documents, for 
example, is much easier while dramatically reducing 
the possibility of errors and helping towards 
compliance.

How ScannerVisionTM and 
aivika solutions can help

• Time saving
  - Staff inputting data.
  - Uploading documents from mobile devices 
   gets documents back to the business quicker.
  - Fast processing with ‘Parallel Processing’ 
   (more than one process at a time).
  - Automation of business processes.

• Cost Savings
  - Staff time.
  - Centralising systems and associated support 
   costs.
  - Quicker invoicing as documents can be 
   uploaded anywhere in the world.

• Efficiency
  - Effective management of Physical and Digital 
   Documents utilising the same workflows.
  - Helps towards compliance to various
   compliance regulations such as GDPR & POPI.
  - Automation with conditions ensures accuracy 
   and notifications of issues.
  - High speed processing and uploading from 
   many sources.

• Customisation
  - Versatile Scripting 
  - ‘Bi-Directional’ Connectors

Documents that enter the business electronically can 
be entered into the same workflows from a desktop 
application, button in outlook, ‘print to’ 
workflow option and a ‘right click’ 
menu option, meaning that however 
a document enters the business, 
the power and features of 
ScannerVisionTM can be used not 
matter the size of the company.

ScannerVisionTM is the perfect 
‘Middleware’ solution brining all 
this together giving time and 
cost savings to 
transport and 
logistics 
companies.
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